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Rewriting the female narrative

A strong contingent of women is leading the pack of writers featured in the newest edition of
Hong Kong International Literary Festival which opens today. Melanie Ho reports.

Cheryl Strayed, who wrote the best-selling memoir Wild,
will talk about her vocation as writer and feminist at
Hong Kong International Literary Festival’s gala dinner.

Leta Hong Fincher is the author of the criticallyacclaimed Leftover Women: The Resurgence of Gender
Inequality in China.
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Laline Paull’s novels, The Bees and The Ice,
deal with science-based themes and the
environment.

Susie Orbach feels the rise
of feminism has been critical
in making psychotherapy
sessions more gender
sensitive.

IF YOU READ
Hong Kong International
Literary Festival
Dates: Nov 2-11
Venue: Tai Kwun Centre for
Heritage and Arts,
Hollywood Road, Central.
www.festival.org.hk

Jenny Zhang will take part in a
panel on how women’s writing is
affected by their physicality.

Music review
By LI MENG

W

hen
Evgeny Kissin,
the Russian
pianist renowned for his interpretations of the music of Chopin and other Romantic
composers, holds a recital
in Hong Kong, tickets sell
out very quickly.
Invited by Hong Kong’s
Leisure and Cultural Services Department, the star pianist returned recently to the
city after seven years. His
performance at Hong Kong
Cultural Centre on Oct 24

hen the Hong Kong International Literary Festival (HKILF) opens today
at its new permanent home in Tai
Kwun Centre for Heritage and Arts,
feminism, LGBTQ+ and inclusivity in the arts will be
among its major themes. Aiming to facilitate exchange
of ideas on the big issues of the moment, festival organizers looked, in part, to the global #MeToo movement.
“We’ve seen the #MeToo movement continue to gain
momentum over the last 12 months as women around
the world are speaking out and sharing stories of their
lived experiences,” festival director Philippa Milne says. “I
think it’s vital that as a literary festival we provide a platform for these conversations. I am particularly interested
in feminism and #MeToo in the context of literature and
I look forward to discussing the predictions on the movement’s future with some fantastic writers.”
The 18th edition of the festival is headlined by female
authors such as Cheryl Strayed, Meg Wolitzer (The Female
Persuasion) and the psychotherapist Susie Orbach. Strayed
will speak about female voices in literature at the festival’s
gala dinner. The 10-day-long festival will see a host of talks,
workshops and panel discussions — including one entitled “#MeToo in the Literary World” with the journalist Leta Hong Fincher, whose new book looks at
the feminist consciousness emerging in China, and
writers Guadalupe Nettel and Laline Paull.
“There is so much to be said about this enormous
topic, and I am very glad some of these important conversations will be taking place at the festival,” Wolitzer
says ahead of her first visit to Hong Kong.
Hong Kong-born writer Xu Xi is taking part in the festival
as a moderator, panelist and workshop leader. Of the festival’s
feminist theme, she says: “About time! I am and long have been a
diehard feminist, so to finally see attention to the issues that have
mattered to me all my life at the literary festival of my birthplace
is refreshing.”
At an event entitled “The Second Shelf”, she and Wolitzer
will discuss the gender politics at play in putting titles
authored by women under “women’s fiction” — an
example of what Xu Xi calls “the real and continued existence of patriarchal prejudice in the
literary publishing world”.
Says Wolitzer: “I’ve written about the
ways that men and women literary
fiction writers have been treated
differently; the notion that a novel should be seen as so-called
‘women’s fiction’ just because
it was written by a woman
or has a female protagonist
can seem so reductive
and limiting.”
Indonesian writer
Intan Paramaditha,
whose collection
of short stories
Apple and Knife
was translated
and published
in
English
this
year,
says that
feminism
was
a
theme
at two
literary
festivals she attended this year in
Sydney and New Zealand. “We need this
heightened visibility,
but it’s also important

to acknowledge that women in various parts of
the world — not just in the West — have organized themselves for decades, and strong feminist
writings have existed before #MeToo and the Women’s March,” she says. “We need this momentum to
amplify our voice, but we also need to put new feminist articulations in a historical context. There are
always traces of other women in our shoes.”
One of Paramaditha’s events is a talk with novelist Jenny Zhang on female bodies and sexuality. “This
panel will also delve into the question of the gaze —
the question of seeing, which has often been discussed
in (the context of) cinema but not so much in literature.
What does it mean to see things — bodies, sexuality, politics, nationhood — from the eyes of a woman?”
Up, close and personal
Orbach’s second appearance at HKILF coincides with
the 40th anniversary of her book, Fat is a Feminist Issue.
“Susie’s Fat is a Feminist Issue reflects on our diet and
body-obsessed society. It turns 40 this year and is still in
print, proving just how important this dialogue is today,”
Milne says.
In addition to a talk on the cult classic, Orbach will
Intan Paramaditha says #MeToo is a fresh
discuss her new work, In Therapy: How Conversaarticulation of women’s voices raised against
gender discrimination in the past.
tions with Psychotherapists Really Work.
“It’s about drawing a curtain on therapy and showing people what it’s like rather than the prejudices or
imaginations we have about it,” Orbach says.
Orbach links the practice of therapy and feminism.
“Feminism has been critical,” she says, adding, earlier therapy
sessions were “very authoritarian — a therapist would tell a patient what they thought and it wasn’t very democratic. That’s really
changed in the last 40 years and there’s an unrecognized contribution of feminism to the field.”
Paramaditha says the participation of a number of female authors
at this year’s HKILF presents an opportunity for both audiences
and participating writers “to expose ourselves to different
contexts of women’s movement, discourses, and feminist
literature in various countries. Therefore we will have
diverse stories of global feminisms instead of a singular version of feminism.”
Xu Xi too is looking forward to this dialogue. “I’ve never understood why so many
women pay so much attention to the
male gaze and voice,” she says. “By
exploring this theme in the writers
and works featured at the festival,
I believe it opens up one important aspect of the conversation around women’s lives.”
While audiences expect
to come away with insights from an international group of writers, participants too
are hoping to gain
Xu Xi is glad that the
different
persubject of male gaze will
spectives. “The
come up for discussion
whole
thing
at Hong Kong
International Literary
about literary
Festival.
festivals is
that they
can surprise you
w i t h
ideas
t h a t
grab you,” says
Orbach.
“Somebody comes in and
Meg Wolitzer will talk about
challenges and enthe gender politics involved
courages you to
in labelling fiction by women
think differentas a category distinct from
ly.”
the rest.

A romantic evening with Kissin on the piano

displayed both prowess and
poetry.
The first half of the
80-minute recital was given
over to Chopin’s Nocturnes
and Schumann’s Sonata
No 3, while the second half
featured 10 pieces by Rachmaninov, selected from his
challenging 10 Preludes, Op
23 and 13 Preludes, Op 32.
Quite a few classical music lovers in the audience
will have remembered listening to 12-year-old Kissin playing Chopin’s Piano
Concertos No 1 and 2 with
the Moscow State Philharmonic. Even at that young

age he seemed to know how
to interpret Chopin’s music,
bringing out its colors, contrasts and the imagination
informing the compositions.
Nowadays he prefers to
play these pieces in a more
restrained and introspective
manner. The two romanticstyle nocturnes (Op 55 No
1 and Op 62 No 2) are not
unfamiliar to concert-goers,
and yet, in Kissin’s interpretation, they sounded like
they were freshly-minted
for the concert.
Schumann’s Piano Sonata
No 3 brought the first half
of the performance to a glo-

Evgeny Kissin showed off his expertise in
interpreting the music of Chopin and
Rachmaninov at a recent Hong Kong concert.

rious climax. With unbeatable virtuosity, Kissin was
able to express the intensity
hidden in the piece while
at the same time telling a
love story with intimacy
and tenderness, based on
the composer’s beautiful address to his lover Clara in
the first movement.
The second half of the recital was dedicated to Rachmaninov, another 20th-century Russian composer who
shared a taste for solemnity
and gloom with other Slavic
musicians. Although Kissin
has frequently played Prokofiev, Stravinsky, Scriabin

and other Russian romantic composers, he turned to
Rachmaninov only in the
recent years. He seemed
to treat the 10 preludes as
parts of a whole, playing
these delicate and mysterious pieces in succession,
displaying the range in
Rachmaninov’s music.
Kissin excels in his control over the medium. His
playing is robust, dynamic
and authentic in terms of
emotional expression. His
marvelous transition between the powerful and
relatively weaker movements and his ability to

work a deeply philosophical
presentation was rewarded
with a standing ovation as
the show ended with a display of power and beauty.
He responded to the extended ovation with three
encores: Schumann’s Träumerei (Dreaming), a dramatic short piece written
by himself, and Chopin’s
Polonaise (Op 53). The wildhaired musician who wears
a childlike face at 47 recently wrote a memoir, got married last year, and seems
to have reached his prime,
both as a human being and
an outstanding musician.

